1851 Trust STEM CREW HQ VISITS FOR INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS POLICY
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This policy applies to Independent Schools visiting STEM Crew HQ

Definitions
The Trust means the 1851 Marine Trust, a charitable incorporated organisation registered in England and Wales
(Charity No 1158670).
Independent School means any school that charges fees to attend

1.

Background

The 1851 Trust is an independent charity funded entirely by the generosity of our donors and supporters. Many of
these donors are keen to ensure that opportunities to participate in and benefit from our programmes are
available to young people that would not otherwise have the chance to be inspired in this way. Our programmes
are focused on schools and young people in deprived areas or from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Consequently, the 1851 Trust only has a limited number of places available for independent schools to visit
STEM Crew HQ.

2.

Availability of Tech Deck Visits

Available spaces for STEM Crew HQ Visits are published on the 1851 Trust website via a booking platform.
No more than 5% of the total number of spaces available for school visits will be made available to independent
schools. This is in line with the conditions of the funding made available to The Trust. The number of available
spaces for independent schools shall be calculated when the dates for relevant academic term are published.
Dates will not be specifically allocated to Independent Schools, instead bookings will be accepted until the
maximum number of Independent School visits for the relevant academic term has been reached.

3.

Costs for Independent Schools

£100 per session. (Maximum of 32 students)
The pricing for independent schools enables us to use our funding for core charitable activities e.g. to fund
disadvantaged young people to attend our workshops at STEM Crew HQ.
Additional benefits are available for independent schools wishing to adopt the 1851 Trust as a year-long school
charity. Please contact education@1851trust.org.uk for more details.

4.

Booking Process for Independent Schools

Independent schools can book normally through the booking platform until the agreed limit has been reached.
Once the agreed limit for independent schools has been reached, no more bookings from independent schools
will be accepted.

